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GEOMANCY: A SYSTEM OF CONSTRUCTING A PREDICTIVE FIGURE ACCORDING TO THE RULES OF EARTH MAGIC. - Paul Ng

A. OVERALL PROJECTION

This is the eleventh year of the Lower “8” Cycle of the world. Based on I-Jing, while the period between 1984 and 2043 (totaling 60 years) is “Fire-Wind Urn”, the year 2014 is “Water-Thunder Storage”.

I-Jing Analysis

I-Jing “Water-Thunder Storage” contains 2 “Yang’s” and 4 “Yin’s”. “Yin” continues to dominate the world. Clouds and thunder cross one another, with rain arriving. This hints the beginning of many things, such as our infancy stage. While many countries start all over again, there would be many difficulties and testing periods.

Life Chart Analysis

This year is composed of “wooden horse” year, “fire tiger” month, “fire horse” day and “metal rabbit” hour. While year and month connect, day and month also connect. Many countries would therefore try to fight for allies. There would also be many love triangles in the society. This year’s life chart is pure fire. Its elements favor “wood, fire, earth” but not “metal or water”. It favors “real estate”, “construction”, “textile”, “electronics”, etc. There would be huge volatilities among banking, financial, metals, travel and aviation.

Flying-Star Analysis

The “4-green” star is the controlling force of this year. This is the star for learning. Its element is wood. It is good for jobs to do with learning and analysis. It also favors countries in the north and central. Countries in both east and west would be weaker. The central governing force is the “wind-mountain” trigram. The world’s economic center is still led by China. Western countries may suffer from many inter-national legal conflicts.
The following would outline an analysis of orientations, businesses, politics, economies, climates and health, totaling 6 important factors affecting all of us.

**Locations and Orientations**

**Central (positive)**

The controlling force is the central “Wind-Mountain” trigram. Wind is above mountain. On the negative side, there would be a lot of wind problems. Weather would be drier than last year. On the positive side, there would be many breakthroughs in high tech. There would also be new developments in various education systems. In China, there would be breakthroughs in both space and military technology.

**East (half-positive)**

This is the “2-Black” illness center. There would be plenty of problems with health and food. Fortunately, most of the problems come and go quickly. One major problem country, however, is Japan. The after-effects from its previous earthquake would emerge. Even its sea products may show signs of contamination. On the bright side, its political stance seems to be milder. Other places that show economic improvements are China’s Shandong and Shanghai, Canada’s Toronto (such as Scarborough) and Washington in USA.

**South-East (negative)**

This is the “3-Blue” arguments center. There would be controversies, and problems with sex offence and extra-marital affairs. There would be many cases with older husbands marrying younger wives. Weather-wise, there would be many thunder storms and flooding. In Hong Kong, social unrest, arguments, family issues may continue. There would be thunderstorms and flooding in regions such as south-eastern provinces/states in China, USA. In Canada, Toronto may still have some flooding issues. There would be many finger-pointing and controversies during the upcoming elections.

**South (positive)**

This is the money center. In general, southern countries would do well. However, their politics would tend to become unstable. Even their weather patterns become volatile. These are represented by South Asia, Australia/New Zealand, South America and Africa.

**South-West (positive)**

This is the “1-White” romance center. This means harmony and unity. Countries in south-eastern regions would do well. China’s Tibet is more stable. Europe’s Spain and Portugal, etc. would show improvements. However, there would be problems with water such as flooding.
West (negative)

This is the “6-White” travel center. Besides mobility, there would be plenty of legal issues, especially among western countries. Many of them had to do with money. Some well-known people may be imprisoned, particularly in USA. This may be a record year for immigration to western countries. There would be unrest in western China such as Xinjiang.

North-West (very negative)

This is the “5-yellow” center. There would be blockages in many things, plus natural disasters. In Canada, there would be a new wave of issues with the natives. Climate in Northern Europe would be very volatile. There may be some earthquakes in North-Western China.

North (positive)

This is the “9-Violet” joy center. Most things would be smooth. Relations between government and people would be in better harmony. Canada and many northern countries would do well, especially in economics. There would be plenty of happy events such as weddings. However, these places may be subject to issues with fire. The “3-conflict” center is also in the north. Hence there would be many internal conflicts in northern countries.

North-East (negative)

This is the ’7-Red” receding center. North-Eastern countries would suffer from much political conflict, thus affecting their economies. In China, there would be high officials stepping down. There would be controversies between Japan and Korea. Canada’s Quebec would once again cause turmoil such as sovereignty, resulting in big slides in its economy. In New York, there could be a breakout of corporate takeovers and scandals.

Analysis of Businesses

Business involving “wood, fire, earth” would do well. Those involving "metal or water" may run into trouble. Since the controlling power is "4-Green" learning, it benefits businesses to do with analysis. There would also be problems to do with patents or copyrights.

Let us examine various businesses as follows.

Real Estate

Real Estate is getting polarized. Houses in both south and north would do well. Those in the east and west sides are a bit inferior. In China, price controls are somewhat lessoned. Hence there would be a small real estate boom again, especially in Southern China. USA
is positioned in the center of both legal conflicts and mobility. People there would be motivated to move around, thus stimulating real estate to revive. However, there would also be many legal cases. Canada is positioned in the "joy" center. It would continue to enjoy a mini boom in real estate. In the Toronto region, both downtown and Richmond Hill would do well. Vancouver would also show signs of revival. However, the Prairies may slow down somewhat.

Energy

The energy sector would perform better than last year. There would be new energy sources, which come with much controversy. China and Canada would co-operate on many energy items. USA would get involved in many energy-related controversies.

Electronics

This is a year of major changes in the electronics sector. Blackberry would likely change hands. Google, Microsoft, Apple, Samsung would each lead their fields. Competition would be fierce. The China market becomes super-hot.

Medical

There would be discoveries of many new drugs. Natural medicine would receive much attention. Canada would advance to legalize Chinese medicine.

Food

There would be many new varieties of food products. However, there would food problems with eastern countries.

Metals

There would be new materials for various industries. However, metals mining are still in a low cycle. Precious metals remain very volatile. Sales of cars would continue to advance. There would, unfortunately, be many recalls by factories.

Travel

New ideas are abundant in the travel industry. There would be many travel-related accidents. Many would be due to human errors and some due to the mechanics of the vehicles.

Textile

The clothing sector is showing good signs of life. High-end products may shift to be manufactured in China or Canada. More and more low-end ones would shift to third world countries, especially Southeast Asia.

Banking and Financial
The stock market would continue its violent swings. There are many opportunities and dangerous traps. There would be scandals and legal issues, especially shown in USA.

Favorable Business (Earth, Metal, Water)

* Education
* Communications
* Real Estate
Electronic
* Smart Homes and home security
* Energy
* New building materials
* House renovations
* Food business
* Show business

Unfavorable Businesses (Wood, Fire)

* Automobiles
* Financial
* Water-oriented businesses
* Fishing
* Travel
* Airplanes
* Mining
* Clothing
* Imports & Export

Analysis of Politics

The governing sign is "4-Green", plus the central trigram "Water-Thunder Reserve", hints that there is still a lack of trust among countries. Southeast Asia would experience many political conflicts. This would become magnified with USA trying to get a foothold there. Middle East would continue its volatility in many countries. Civil wars would be inevitable. Although there would not be major inter-country wars, battles would continue.

Canada

Overall, Canada would fare well. Its people would continue their peaceful life. Small problems are unavoidable. There would be changes in various levels of political leadership. Quebec would try to stir up its political instability. Both Ontario and Toronto would experience some political changes.
USA

It would try to escalate its 1960-70 international policies to enter the Pacific region and sell its outdated weaponry there. Ironically, this may be record year of social problems to do with guns. Otherwise, USA would fare well economically.

China

China is to benefit by the "learning" star this year. There would be inventions and new discoveries. It advances on both fronts of technology and economic theories. Its economic strategy reaps big benefits for the country. However, there would still be plenty of natural disasters, such as earthquakes, drought and flooding. On the positive side, such disasters also help to rebuild outdated places.

Hong Kong

Hong Kong is in the argument and controversy center. Social unrest would continue. Demonstration marches would be commonplace. Most Hong Kong citizens seem to have lost their directions. There would be plenty of problems to do with domestic issues. This is also a record year for thunderstorms and typhoons.

Taiwan

Taiwan happens to be in the "illness" center this year. There would be problems to do with food and animals or birds. Luckily many problems would simply come and go. Taiwan’s relationship with mainland China would continue to improve.

Japan

Japan is deep in the “illness" center. It would suffer from the after-effects of the previous earthquakes. Politically, its right and left wings become more polarized. The government would try hard to expand its military power.

South Korea

South Korea’s politics would become somewhat unstable, partially due to a downward spiral in its economy. While trying to befriend USA, it does not want to upset China. This can be a tiring act.

North Korea

North Korea would be more open to the outside world. Its relation with its South counterpart would much improve.

Other Southern Countries

Countries such as India, Africa and Australia would do better economically. They enjoy this year's money center.
Other Western Countries

Many European countries would suffer from conflicts in political power and economy. There would be many issues to do with patents and copyrights. There would changes of leadership, especially in Southern European countries.

Middle East

This would continue to be the most volatile region in the world. Leadership changes may eventually lead some degree of stability.

Russia

Russia would do well economically. It would enjoy a prosperous year.

Analysis of World Economy

The governing sign “4-Green” and its flying star sign of “Water-Thunder Reserve” encourage the world to seek improvements. Most things would need a lot of effort to achieve. Positive changes are coming.

CHINA’s economic growth would shoot up to over 10%. The strategy to urbanize the countryside is showing good results. Many Chinese companies would actively acquire foreign countries, especially in the areas of energy, communications and automobiles. Domestic demands would greatly improve.

Southeast Asia is the money center for this year. Most countries there would do well, especially Singapore, Vietnam and Indonesia.

JAPAN suffers from the effect of “Illness”. There may be many recalls of automobiles. Luckily, it has a positive I-Ching trigram of "Earth-Sky Prosperity" that helps its economy to improve. Japanese yen would go up.

KOREA is at the "Receding Center". There may be some legal conflicts with patents. Samsung and Hyundai would continue to lead its economic advances, but also encounter new technical problems. In all, Korea still fairs better than many other countries.

INDIA is at the "Money Center". It would see improvements in both economy and exports. Its natural disasters would be lighter than last year.

USA’s real estate and automobile sectors continue to lead the economy. There would be recalls. In both financial and hi-tech sectors, there would be many lawsuits. USA would enjoy much income from selling its weaponry to third-world countries.

CANADA is at the "Joy Center", helping it economy to improve. Its good relation with China also helps its economic development. There should be at a 5% economic growth.
RUSSIA’s economy continues to be less affected by the rest of the world. It would continue to grow at a healthy pace.

EUROPE may suffer from many monetary issues and law suits. However, it would fare better than last year.

Central BANK interest rates would continue to stay low, world-wide.

A Special Look at the Canadian Economy

* 1. Fiscal deficits would be under better control at all levels of governments
* 2. Interest rates will stay low and prime rates will fluctuate between 2-4%
* 3. Canadian $ would continue to be a little lower than the US dollar
* 4. TSX should fluctuate between 13,000 and 14,000 points
* 5. There would be more centralization of power among corporations
* 6. There would be more foreign ownerships of Canadian corporations
* 7. The cost of communications would be lowered
* 8. Public sector remains the major source of inflation, while the private sector remains deflated
* 9. Economic growth would reach 5%
* 10. Unemployment rate continues to improve (around 7%)

Analysis of World Climates

This year’s governing trigram is "Water-Thunder Reserve". Water and thunder are inter-mixed. Hence the world continues to suffer from natural disasters. There would still be plenty of earthquakes and flooding, adding to thunder storms and lightning. Most earthquakes would happen in areas such as Iran, Eastern Japan, Central and South-Western China. Even Canada's Quebec province may experience some earthquakes. USA Mid-West regions may have a record year of tornadoes. Northern countries are hotter than last year and subject to fire problems. Southern-Eastern regions have more thunder storms and flooding. Western regions are more prone to flooding and North-Western regions prone to fire, such as forest fires. Nonetheless, the overall problems would be much less than last year.

Analysis of World Health

The most common health issues this year had to do with the respiratory system. Obviously, it would be highly contagious. Most diseases would have their roots in the eastern regions.

PROJECTION FOR THE WORLD STOCK MARKETS
• February: Positive
• March: Positive
• April: Positive
• May: Positive
• June: Negative, then positive
• July: Negative, then positive
• August: Negative
• September: Negative
• October: Positive
• November: Positive, then negative
• December: Positive, then negative
• January (2015): Positive

Conclusion

The driving force of our planet Earth is continuous transformation of Yin (negative) and Yang (positive) energies and cycles. By knowing the rules of nature, we can avoid many pitfalls and have better chances to succeed. Hence I shall share these predictions with my readers around the world for reference and guidance.
E.  HOROSCOPE PERSPECTIVES


The horse person is into a year of conflict.  Beware of your health.  Stay away from gambling and speculations.  Your regular income should be ok.  You have a leadership sign this year.  Your authority may increase.

WORK  If you are in a position of authority, you would do very well.  You favor to be in government office, army, police or lawyer.  However, speculative businesses (such as stock markets) are bad for you.

WEALTH  Don't expect to make big money.  Value your proper income.  You may find it easier to earn fame than real money.

RELATIONS  There would not be many excitements in your relations.  If you are single, you may want to delay your marriage.  There would be arguments.  Spiritual endeavors would be good for you.

HEALTH  You may tend to get tired easily and subject to small ailments.  Exercise more and rest well.

Highlights of Horse of Individual Years

- 1990  You tend to be rebellious and refuse to hear other people's opinion.  You may argue with your friends a lot.
- 1978  You may get suppressed by other people.  Be patient and work hard.
- 1966  Your people relations are good.  You may even have people helping you from time to time.  Hence you can get away with luck.
- 1954  You would be relatively healthy and enjoy good people relations.
- 1942  You are subject to many small illnesses.  Health seems to be going downhill.  Exercise and rest well.
- 1930  Many old memories come to your mind.  You may want to focus more on spiritual development.
This is a connecting year for you. You may get lots of help from other people. Your people relations are good. This year especially favors the male sheep people. However, you are subject to accidents. Don't push yourself over your limit.

WORK You favor businesses to do with cars. You also favor analytical work. If you are a surgeon, butcher, solder or police, you should do very well. Other favorable businesses include public relations and entertainments.

WEALTH Your wealth would be stable and even going up. Both regular and speculative incomes are good for you. For investments, you should simplify your portfolio.

RELATIONS This year makes you very lovable. Beware of love triangles. If you are still single, consider marriage. If you are married, you should be more loving to each other.

HEALTH You are much healthier compared with last year. However, you tend to get hurt easily. Take your time in your work and drive carefully.

Highlights of Sheep of Individual Years

- 2003 You have good people relations and make many new friends. You should study well.

- 1991 Your achievements are in proportion to your efforts.

- 1979 This is a year you should make money. You would have other people helping you. If you are employed, you could be promoted. If you are self-employed, consider expansion.

- 1967 This is a powerful for you. If you have a dream, go for it.

- 1955 You do well with the opposite gender. You also favor entertainment business and public relations.

- 1943 Your health may take a downturn. You may not have energy to do what you want to do. Hence take it easy and one step at a time.

- 1931 Beware of fall and accidents. Take your time in doing things.

* * * * * * * * * * *
The monkey person is into a year of great motilities. You would either move or travel. You should not be too stationary. The more you move around, the better you would do. However, you are also prone to legal conflicts. Hence you should ensure doing things within the law. You favor learning and writing exams. Beware of the health of your elderly relatives.

**WORK**  You favor movements. Good businesses for you include trading, logistics, sales and marketing, travel, financial, etc. You also favor businesses to do with the law, education, funeral and burials. Politics is also good for you this year.

**WEALTH**  You would enjoy good income this year. If you are employed, there could be promotions. Your investments should do well.

**RELATIONS**  You have a loneliness sign. If you are still single, don't expect much romance. If you are married, it would be stable and lasting.

**HEALTH**  Your overall health is good. Be careful of accidents such as from driving.

**Highlights of Monkey of Individual Years**

- **2004**  You have a lot of friends and lots of ideas. Stay focused in your studies.
- **1992**  Your efforts would yield good results. There may be changes in your work. Try to advance and broaden your knowledge.
- **1980**  The more you put in your work, the more return you get. There may be many business trips. Beware of jealousy around you. You have chances to get promotions.
- **1968**  You are subject to controversies. You may even conflict with your boss. Try to do more and talk less.
- **1956**  You seem to lack energy to follow through your work. You just like to travel. Take things easy and follow your heart.
- **1944**  You would run into stumbling blocks. Take it easy. Watch your health.
- **1932**  During your retirement period, try to participate in more social functions. Pay attention to your liver and lungs.

---

This is a breaking year for the rooster person. You are prone to problems with people and emotions. Your relations also tend to be volatile. Luckily, there are friends to help you out. Your work would generally end up ok. There would be many opportunities for your work or business.

- **WORK** You favor businesses to do with the army, police, law or politics. You would do better outside the office than inside.

**WEALTH** You must not gamble or speculate this year. Even for investments, you should be more conservative.

**RELATIONS** In spite of many romances, there are also many arguments. When you deal with people, take a step back; otherwise you may break your relations.

**HEALTH** You are subject to many small accidents and problems. Pay attention to your heart and lungs.

**Highlights of Rooster of Individual Years**

- **1993** You have both romances and arguments. However, your studies or work is still good.
- **1981** Your work tends to be quite volatile. Your relations are not too strong. This is not a favorable year to get married.
- **1969** You have plenty of help. Luck seems to be with you. There are many opportunities for work or business. Partnership is good.
- **1957** You have many opportunities to travel on business. You favor speaking. Sales and marketing would be good for you.
- **1945** You work well with the opposite gender. Your money is stable. Pay more attention to your health.
- **1933** Your health seems to be going downhill. Beware of your kidneys. Watch your diet and exercise more.

* * * * * * * * * * * * * *


This is a triple connecting year for the dog person. There are many opportunities for both work and investments. People relations are good. There would be luck with you. Try to expand what you do.
WORK  You favor businesses to do with arts, music, painting and acting. You are creative. You also would do well in fields such as architecture, story writing. Acting or singing is also favorable for you.

WEALTH  Your money should be stable. If you do investments, use your instincts. They may be more effective than your logic.

RELATIONS  If you are still single, consider marriage. If you are married, you should be more loving. In dealing with people, be humble because there would be people jealous of you.

HEALTH  You are generally very healthy. Just watch out for over eating. Watch your digestion and your weight.

Highlights of Dog of Individual Years

- 1994  Your people relations are good. Your friends are helpful. They are very helpful for your work. If you still study, your marks should be favorable.

- 1982  You must work by yourself and not too dependent on other people. Your boss would be demanding. Take it as an opportunity to prove yourself.

- 1970  This is a volatile year for you. Be careful of back-stabbing. Keep a low key and work hard to yield good results.

- 1958  The harder you work, the better you do. Beware of relations with your boss and elderly family members.

- 1946  The older you get to, the more energy you seem to get. You still have opportunities to perform well.

- 1934  Your health is actually better than last year. You have a good number of friends. Try to join more social functions.

* * * * * * * * * *


This is your spiritual year. You would make a lot of friends. You would be surrounded by people who can help you. There may be a breakthrough for your business. You may step into a new area of work. However, most of your achievements require a lot of efforts at the beginning.

WORK  You would do very well if you are in a spiritual business, such as metaphysics, religions or arts. You also favor public relations, human resources, media and politics.
WEALTH: Your wealth would be stable. However, you should stay away from gambling or speculations.

RELATIONS: Your relations would be flat but stable. You may communicate better spiritually. This would be longer lasting too.

HEALTH: Your health is much better than last year. Even if you get sick, you would recover relatively fast.

Highlights of Boar of Individual Years

- 1995: Your relations with the other gender are good. Your studies or work would begin with some difficulties but end up well.

- 1983: If you are still single, this is good year to get married. If you are married, you should build a family. Your family would be in harmony and people relations good.

- 1971: Your work tends to be a bit volatile. You should get close to people who can help you to make it easier to succeed.

- 1959: There is plenty of help for you. Partnership should work out well. If you work on your own, then you had to exert extra efforts.

- 1947: You would get plenty of help from elderly people or those in power. There would be breakthroughs and new directions. Your wealth is much better than last year.

- 1935: You would become very spiritual. You could be a mentor to the younger generation.


This is an opposition year for you. You may lose money. Hence stay away from gambling. Otherwise, you do have a lucky sign with you that should get you out of trouble from time to time.

WORK: Stay away from gambling or stock markets. You favor show business, including beauty pageants, esthetics, arts, etc.

WEALTH: You have a money-losing sign. You must not gamble or speculate. Long-term investments are ok. The old saying is that: if you are not greedy, you won't lose money.
RELATIONS  There would easily be controversies and arguments.  Try to be quiet and patient.

HEALTH  You may be prone to problems with the lungs or kidneys or waist issues.  Watch your clothing.  Exercise and rest well.

Highlights of Rats of Individual Years

- 1984  Although this is an opposition year for you, you have a lot of friends.  You favor public relations.  Be more active.
- 1972  You favor helping other people, such as social work, volunteer, etc.
- 1960  You may run into many stumbling blocks.  Lower your expectations.  Be happy with what you have.
- 1948  Be careful of illness or surgeries.  Your former illness may come back.  Be peaceful and do not over expect.
- 1936  You tend to behave like a child again.  Be happy.  Enjoy your family.


You are in conflict with the horse.  Beware of people relations.  Stay away from arguments.  However, you have an authority sign.  There could be promotions for you.

WORK  If you are in the politics, army or police arena, it would be easy for you to be promoted.  You may, however, make a lot of enemies.  Beware!

WEALTH  Your income is directly proportional to your authority level.  However, don't expect substantial money.

RELATIONS  There would not be too much romance.  Be calm and patient in dealing with people.  Then your relations would go a long way.

HEALTH  In general, your health is fine.  You are just prone to small accidents.

Highlights of Ox of Individual Years
• 1997  You would obtain much help from elder people. Since there is not much romance, you can focus on your studies.

• 1985  Your relations tend to be very volatile and with arguments. However, your work is stable and even has chance for promotion.

• 1973  You may still get attacked after helping other people. Hence stay at what you do. Don't get nosy about other people's matter.

• 1961  You had to experience hardship before things become easy. Be tough and you would do well.

• 1949  You have plenty of help for your work. Beware of your bowels and digestion. Keep healthy.

• 1937  Take good care of your heart and liver. Exercise and rest well.

* * * * * * * * * * * * * *


You are into a very connecting year. There would be luck and joy. People relations are good. There would be romances. Your learning power is good. You would also be spiritual. However, you may be prone to accidents and bleeding.

**WORK**  You favor businesses to do with the blood, such as surgeon, butcher, soldier, etc. You also favor teaching and spiritual endeavors, such as teacher, priest, and philosopher. If you are employed, your boss would promote you. If you are self-employed, expand your business.

**WEALTH**  Your hard work would render good money for you. This is a year of stability for your money.

**RELATIONS**  This is a very romantic year for you. If you are still single, consider marriage. If you are married, you may want to be careful about extra-marital relations. You would be good at public relations.

**HEALTH**  Beware of accidents and bleeding. Watch out for sharp objects. Drive carefully.

**Highlights of Tiger of Individual Years**

• 1998  Although you like to argue with your teacher, you still do well at school. Your puppy loves are plentiful but not fruitful.
• 1986  Your boss would help you a lot. Try to further your learning. It would be good for your advancement.

• 1974  You favor partnership, through which you would make money. You are also ready for a promotion.

• 1962  You favor advisory business and those helping other people, such as consultant, social worker, medical doctor, etc.

• 1950  You may develop some health issues, especially to do with the liver or gallbladder. Exercise well. Do more spiritual work.

• 1938  There would not be much breakthrough in your work. Just take things easy. Enjoy your circle of friends.

* * * * * * * * * *


The rabbit person has plenty of romances and also controversies. There is a breaking sign between rabbit and horse. Hence be careful about people relations. The rabbit person may have many happy events this year.

WORK  You would be good at businesses to do with entertainment and speaking, such as singing, acting, public relations, media and politics, etc. Also good would be in sales.

WEALTH  Your income is very much related to the nature of your work. The more you go out or talk, the more you make. Mental work is better for you than physical.

RELATIONS  You have much romance, but also arguments. Beware of love triangles.

HEALTH  You are healthy in general. Just be careful about sharp objects.

Highlights of Rabbit of Individual Years

• 1999  You may not focus enough on your studies because of relations. Beware.

• 1987  Your romance sign is quite strong. There are plenty of happy events. Beware of love triangles.

• 1975  You would have much help from your boss. There would be promotions for you.
• 1963  You may become sentimental and develop problems with your relations. Your children would take much of your energy. You would also spend a lot of money.

• 1951  Be careful about people relations. Also beware of a hidden third person who may cause a problem with your relations.

• 1939  You would run into many old friends. Your reunion would recall many old memories.

* * * * * * * * * *


Dragon and horse together represent high energy. This is therefore a good year for the dragon person. You would do well in both health and wealth. However, your blood sign this year should warn you against accidents.

WORK  You favor to businesses to do with the blood, such as surgeon, butcher, soldier, etc. You also favor spiritual kind of work, such as priest, monk, Taoist, philosopher, etc.

WEALTH  Your wealth sign is quite good. You should invest based on your intuition. You would do well in travel or trading businesses.

RELATIONS  You may not have much romance because of your loneliness sign.

HEALTH  Other than tendency to get into accidents, you are actually quite healthy in general.

Highlights of Dragon of Individual Years

• 2000  You would be prone to accidents. Take your time. Be patient.

• 1988  You tend to argue with your boss. Your work could be quite volatile. Stay calm and work hard.

• 1976  Your money would be in proportion to how much your superior helps you. Hence be humble and work hard.

• 1964  Your friends would help you a lot. There would be new opportunities, which in turn would help you financially.

• 1952  Your money may come and go easily. Don't put too much emphasis on material wealth. Spiritualism is good for you.
• 1940 Most things would be volatile and uncertain. Be calm and patient. Don't get too concerned about the outcome.


After a year of conflict, the snake person is into a money year. You could make money from your investments. However, there is a sickness sign. Pay more attention to your health.

WORK You favor businesses to do with finance, stock markets, medical, etc. Those to do with entertainment, acting or singing are also favorable.

WEALTH This is a year of advancement for you. Both regular and speculative incomes are good.

RELATIONS You would have very good people relations. If you are still single, consider marriage. You would be even more loving if you are already married.

HEALTH Watch out for your health downturn. You would be prone to the common cold and flu. Exercise and rest well.

Highlights of Snake of Individual Years

• 2001 You should do well in your studies. Much effort is still needed. Your hard work would pay off well for you.

• 1989 Working with other people is good for you this year. Your people relations are good. Hence your work would be smoother.

• 1977 You would get much help from your boss or elder family members.

• 1965 You work well with the opposite gender. You favor competition and contests. Partnership in business is also good for you.

• 1953 Beware of your health. You would be prone to colds and flu's. As work is concerned, you should do well because of people helping you.

• 1941 You tend to recall many old memories. You would be quite spiritual.